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ABSTRACT
Over the past three years NASA Marshall Space Flight Center has been collaborating with Brookhaven National
Laboratory to develop a modular Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) intended for fine surface
mapping of the light elements of the moon. The value of fluorescence spectrometry for surface element mapping is
underlined by the fact that the technique has recently been employed by three lunar orbiter missions; Kaguya,
Chandrayaan-1, and Chang’e. The SDD-XRS instrument we have been developing can operate at a low energy threshold
(i.e. is capable of detecting Carbon), comparable energy resolution to Kaguya (<150 eV at 5.9 keV) and an order of
magnitude lower power requirement, making much higher sensitivities possible. Furthermore, the intrinsic radiation
resistance of the SDD makes it useful even in radiation-harsh environments such as that of Jupiter and its surrounding
moons.
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1. INTRODUCTION
NASA has recently set its sights on achieving two major goals: the return of humans to the moon 1 and the launch of an
Outer Planet Flagship Mission to the Jovian system2 both by 2020. In both instances, improved instrumentation (e.g.
enhanced sensitivity, low power, etc...) is desired. To this end, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) have been collaborating to develop a novel modular Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD) X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) for measuring the abundances of light surface elements (C to Fe) fluoresced by
ambient radiation. Two versions of this XRS are currently under development; the first has a large sensitive area and is
suitable for orbit around the moon and the second is a more radiation-resistant, high-speed version for use in a radiation
hard environment such as that of Jupiter and Europa. The accurate measurement of major elemental concentrations
using the modular Silicon Drift Detector - X-Ray Spectrometer (SDD-XRS) described here, will enhance our existing
scientific knowledge of the two systems and better prepare us for a lasting human presence on the moon.
Recently, there have been three major lunar orbiter missions that have made use of an XRS. Of these three, the XRS
instrument aboard the Japanese SELENE/Kaguya mission (which impacted the lunar surface June 10, 2009) was the
most sensitive with 100 cm2 of collecting area, and <180 eV resolution at 5.9 keV 3 . The SDD-XRS instrument that we
have been developing offers comparable energy resolution 4, lower energy threshold5,6
 and an order of magnitude lower
power requirement7, making much higher sensitivities possible with modest spacecraft resources. In addition, even in its
unhardened form, the SDD-XRS is significantly more radiation resistant than x-ray CCDs and therefore will not be
subject to the degradation seen by previous lunar XRS instruments 3. To date, the majority of the SDD-XRS
development has been on prototyping a lunar version of the SDD-XRS. As such, this version is the focus of this paper.
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However, the SDD-XRS is flexible in that it permits scaling to much larger areas. In this large format, the SDD array
can be used for elemental mapping of other solar system objects in addition to the Moon, such as Mercury, near-earth
asteroids, the Martian satellites, and comets. In these applications the ambient charged-particle background rate is low,
the surface fluorescence being stimulated by solar radiation. Thus, large-area, simply-collimated detectors are sufficient
for these applications. The advantage of the SDD detector array is that these large areas can be achieved with very
modest power consumption, typically an order of magnitude less than competing CCDs.
Further, the intrinsic radiation resistance of the SDD makes it applicable to the harsh environment of the Jovian system
where it can be used to map the light surface elements of Europa. Located in an intense radiation field, this moon is
bombarded with a large flux of electrons and ions which give rise to x-ray fluorescence characteristic of the surface
elements. A modified version of the lunar SDD-XRS combined with a nested array of grazing incidence x-ray optics,
would allow one to distinguish these lines against a large background continuum, to give a unique measure of Europa’s
surface composition while in orbit around it. The use of optics is dictated by the harsh radiation environment which
would swamp a large-area instrument. Focusing source flux onto a small detector significantly enhances signal to noise
ratio, reduces the overall telemetry requirement, and facilitates shielding. Our group has recently started design and
fabrication of a Jupiter-Europa SDD-XRS, which will require the development of high-speed read-out electronics that
will be matched to appropriate SDDs (similar to those used for the lunar SDD-XRS).
2. LUNAR ORBITING X-RAY SPECTROMETER
2.1 Lunar Science
The value of global element mapping is evident from the number of past, present and future lunar missions that feature
this capability. The Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 x-ray spectrometers covered a small area (~9%) of the nearside equatorial
regions of the Moon with a spatial resolution of ~100 km and energy resolution of ~800 eV at 6.4 keV, and reported
Al/Si and Mg/Si ratios 8 .
 Clementine provided high resolution (~250 m/pixel) global estimates of the concentrations of
FeO and TiO2 based on algorithms applied to multi-spectral reflectance data 9. These data have a systematic error,
however, demonstrated by comparing the spectrometer data of all landing sites with their respective samples 10,11,12 and
by comparison with elemental abundances measured by Lunar Prospector's Gamma-Ray Spectrometer 13,14 .
The science goals of these three instruments can be found in detail in several recent publications Error! Bookmark not
defined.,15,16,17. The science goals of the SDD-XRS overlap those laid out by Kaguya-XRS and Chandrayaan-1 C1XS, to -
ultimately - trace the geological and thermal evolution of the Moon.
• Measure global abundances. Given the concentrations of the six most abundant elements after O (i.e. Si, Al, Ti,
Fe, Mg, and Ca) it is possible to calculate the relative proportions of the four major minerals that uniquely
account for major mineral concentrations, namely plagioclase, pyroxene, olivine, and ilmenite. This
“normative mineralogy” provides information to identify the likely rock types of which the regolith is
composed. The ability to measure concentration values as low as 1% are highly desirable for this study.
• Map crater basins and identify materials that originate from the deep lunar interior by observing crater central
peaks and impact ejecta.
• Determine the magnesium number (Mg') of the lower crust and mantle. The leading theory of the formation of
the Moon begins with a Mars-sized object impacting the proto-Earth at 4.6Ga 18,19, o Based on this theory and
the techniques of forensic petrology, elemental abundances of the lunar surface can yield insight into the
Moon’s formation and evolution.
• Measure the major element geochemistry in the main lunar terrain types (i.e. Procellarum KREEP [Potassium,
Rare Earth Elements, and Phosphorous] Terrain, South Pole-Aitken Basin, and the Far-side Highlands).
KREEP basalts, for example, have an anomalously-high Mg' and are associated with the last remains of the
Lunar Magma Ocean (LMO)21,22. Knowing the spatial distribution of the Mg' at higher resolution would
provide insight into the lunar crust's formation.
• Verify assertions that the Moon is heavily depleted in volatiles, iron and iron-associated elements, and enriched
with refractory elements - such as Al23,24,25,26. Higher-spatial-resolution Mg and Al maps will allow for direct
detection of unique lithologies, like high-Al mare basalt units within a mare -filled basin, that are currently only
possible through indirect means27,28. At a fine resolution, discrete lava flows can be mapped that distinguish the
Mg/Al, Mg/Si, and Al/Si ratios, which can aid in delineating mare basalt unit boundaries (e.g., Mare
Crisium29).
Higher-sensitivity measurements than those currently planned or carried out to date would permit a significant
enhancement of many of the science goals stated above (such as crater and lava flow mapping which are relevant on
much finer scales). Further, the SDD-XRS, would address additional goals such as the identification of potential landing
sites for future unmanned and manned missions, based on resource utilization and geologically interesting formations.
The intrinsic radiation resistance of a high-resolution XRS would return abundance maps of significantly smaller impact
craters than currently available, providing more surface details and shallow subsurface information, based on the simple
crater depth : diameter ratio 30 'z 1:10. Lunar craters with diameters larger than —15 km typically exhibit more complex
morphologies31 . Larger craters and basins will benefit from a high-spatial-resolution elemental mapper to distinguish
chemical differences associated with fine interior structures (e.g. rim, walls, floor, central peak, ejecta, and secondary
impacts). Likewise, the diameters of central crater peaks are generally less than tens of km across. These central peaks
consist of material from deep within the crater (and possibly the mantle), so knowledge of their composition is key to
understanding the geology of the local region, the underlying (mantle) composition, and the region's context in the
geological evolution of the whole Moon. The —20-km-diameter crater Copernicus offers an excellent example.
Multispectral evidence indicates the central peak of Copernicus has an anomalously high abundance of olivine 32,33,34,35,
suggesting that the impact may have tapped the lunar mantle.
The addition of compositional data can significantly improve upon age estimation of the lunar surface using crater-size
frequency distributions 36,37 or more complex techniques involving secondary craters, craters within other craters and
basins, and crater degradation, 38,39. The ability to directly link relative ages with discrete surface compositions enables
the geologist to deduce lunar mantle processes over time and in three-dimensional space. Since the Moon acts as a
lodestar for planetary evolution and recorder of solar system history, knowledge gained from these studies can be
applied to planets including the Earth40,41,42,43,37,44.
2.2 Lunar landing site identification & resource utilization
One of the main objectives of the NASA Lunar Program is to carry out landing site identification and certification on the
basis of potential resources. The ability to clearly identify the four major lunar minerals; ilmenite, anorthite, pyroxene,
and olivine and distinguish some mineral series endmembers (e.g., clinopyroxene vs. orthopyroxene), through their
elemental abundance ratios, is key to their mapping. Of the four major minerals, ilmenite and anorthite are excellent
sources for oxygen extraction 45,46 . Therefore, maps of their distributions are in high demand for in-situ resource
identification and utilization. Other important and identifiable resources include silicates, lunar glasses (rich in iron), or
lunar regolith from the Maria or highlands.
2.3 Lunar instrument concept
Sensitive mapping of the surface elements of the moon necessitates a spectrometer with very good energy resolution.
This ensures that closely spaced fluorescent lines are well separated and also that the lines can be resolved above the
underlying (background) continuum of scattered radiation from the lunar surface. In addition, the spectrometer must
have as large an area as possible within available resources to give the greatest sensitivity for element detection and/or
the smallest resolution on the ground. We derive a set of preliminary instrument requirements, listed in Table 1, to give
the desired sub-10-km resolution and 1% abundance sensitivity for the principal lunar surface elements, assuming
modest spacecraft resources.
Table 1. Lunar elemental mapper detector requirements
Total Area ~500 cm2
Energy Range <0.2 - 7 keV
Energy Resolution < 100 eV FWHM @ 0.28 keV
Radiation Hardness > 10 krad
Power (including processing) ~ 10 Watts
Field of View (collimated) 10 deg x 10 deg
We have simulated the expected performance using this simply-collimated-detector specification and show this in
Error! Reference source not found., using global estimates of the element abundances, and an 8.7 km x 8.7 km surface
footprint. For this estimation we have used a 50 km altitude orbit and a 1-year mission time, which gives an effective
(minimum) integration time at the equator of 22 sec per image element. The solar x-ray flux was taken as an average
expected around solar maximum.
The fluorescent lines of oxygen (K), iron (L), sodium (K), magnesium (K), aluminum (K), silicon (K) and calcium (K)
are clearly resolved with this spatial resolution for input abundances of 44%, 6%, 1%, 5%, 13%, 21% and 10%
respectively. We estimate from these preliminary simulations that this configuration could achieve better than 1%
abundance sensitivity with 8.7 km resolution for all the elements listed above.
Fig. 1. Simulated response of the strawman payload with 8.7 km footprint
3. SDD-XRS DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Detector overview
Over the past three years MSFC and BNL have developed a prototype lunar XRS (which will be adapted to meet
requirements for a Europa mission). The primary achievements of this instrument are superior energy resolution, low
power (substantially less power than that used by CCDs) and significant radiation hardness negating any concerns
regarding possible radiation damage.
The SDD, first conceived by Gatti and Rehak 47, is a device fabricated from fully depleted silicon in which a series of
shaping electrodes define a drift path for photoionization electrons to a small collection anode. In the configuration
relevant to this development, the electric field, generated by a spiraling resistive drift electrode (biased only at its inner
and outer point) on the top side of a wafer, forces the signal electrons, generated by the absorption of an incident x ray,
to a small sized anode in the center of the device 48,49. There is no region of low field so all electrons in the sensitive area
are guided within 100 ns to the readout node. Fig. 2 shows the electrode configuration for a single hexagonal SDD pixel,
the shape used for our application. The entrance window is on the hidden (lower) face of the pixel 5,6. This window acts
as a continuous thin rectifying junction through which the x-rays enter the detector. The side of the detector opposite the
window is called the device side. This side contains the electron central collecting anode, spiral drift electrodes, and
sink anode necessary to generate the drift field and to sink any leakage current.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a hexagonal silicon drift detector pixel
A distinct advantage of the SDD is that the capacitance of the tiny collection anode is less than 0.1 pF and independent
of the size of the detector. This small capacitance makes it possible to design read-out electronics with very low noise,
even with a bonded connection between the anode and the integrated preamplifier 50. This ensures excellent energy
resolution even with relatively large pixels (by CCD standards).
Typical SDDs are a few mm across, but the devices can be arrayed, with a common outer (drift-biasing) cathode, on a
single wafer of silicon. When combined with custom readout electronics, a modular design can be arrived at, permitting
large areas to be covered with very low power requirements (an order of magnitude less than typical x-ray CCDs), and
modest cooling requirements (typically -30 ºC). In addition, the devices are very radiation tolerant. This combination of
characteristics makes the SDD ideally suited for orbiting XRSs around a variety of planetary objects in our solar system.
3.2 Lunar SDD-XRS prototype
The lunar SDD-XRS will primarily consist of a large array of SDDs (~500cm 2) coupled to custom low-noise readout
electronics and a simple mechanical collimator which will be used to define the field of view on the lunar surface. The
main function of these detectors are to read out the energy of individual x-rays for elemental composition determination
(<0.2-7keV) and their associated time of detection, which will give their origination position on the surface.
The first MSFC-BNL lunar SDD-XRS prototype was made up of an array of 14 SDD pixels (plus 2 additional test
pixels), each ~ 5 mm in diameter, coupled to an ASIC with 14 channels. Initial instrument design work was completed
at BNL and test detectors were fabricated, both at BNL (Semiconductor Detector Development and Processing Lab in
the Instrumentation Division) and at KETEK GmbH, along with the custom Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs) that read out these detector arrays. Limiting the ASIC to just 14 individual detectors meant that bond lengths
linking the detector to the ASIC readout electronics could be short which ensures low readout noise and good energy
resolution. A 14-detector unit cell is shown in Figure 3. Two different detector patterns are present, one of which has a
spoke pattern (field plate) for additional field definition5,6.
Many different electrode configurations were simulated at Brookhaven National Laboratory for the silicon drift detector
and 24 different patterns were fabricated for testing, each based on the same-sized SDD, but with subtly different
electrode configurations. In parallel with this effort, the custom readout chip was simulated, designed, fabricated
(through the MOSIS prototyping and small-volume chip production service) and tested 7 .
The current MSFC-BNL lunar SDD-XRS is made up of 64 spiral SDDs, fabricated on a 4” wafer, by KETEK GmbH
and is shown in Figure 4. The choice of electrode configuration for these SDDs was based on test results from the
previous prototype. Once again, each SDD acts as an individual pixel cell and each array is matched to an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) – front-end electronics that contain the control and readout logic, multiplexers,
common bias circuitry, registers, DACs, and temperature sensor4. These second generation ASICs have 16 channels,
rather than 14 channels, requiring 4 be tiled together to match the full number of pixel cells. Each pixel cell is a
hexagonal SDD that contains a low capacitance anode at its center, towards which the generated electron signal will
drift. These central anodes are wire-bonded directly to a corresponding ASIC input. The ASIC and PC board interface
have been redesigned to minimize bond lengths. Reducing the length of the wire bonds between the ASIC and SDD
pixel cells reduces pick-up, which may lead to noise in the system. This 64 pixel SDD array & ASIC combination can
be tiled with additional units, such that the desired collecting area is achieved which will be based on mission
requirements (i.e. time in orbit around the moon, orbit altitude and power constraints).
Fig. 3. A 14-SDD array fabricated on a silicon wafer
(with two additional test pixels)
Fig. 4. The figure shows an image of a single 64-pixel
cell SDD array. Each hexagonal pixel has an
active area of 20 mm2.
4. TESTING & RESULTS
This section summarizes some of the testing and key results for both SDD-XRS prototypes described above. Further
details and more in-depth discussion on the detector fabrication, design and testing, and ASIC design and testing can be
found in references [4], [5], [6], and [7] co-author publications.
4.1 SDD-XRS prototype: 14-pixel Array
Initial electrical characterization of the test arrays permitted down selection of several of the most promising patterns for
x-ray testing at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) located at BNL. These detectors were wire bonded to the
ASICs and initial bench-top x-ray tests were carried out in a dedicated vacuum system with a flood illumination source
(55Fe at 5.9 and 6.4 keV) shining through a beryllium window for overall performance assessment. The best energy
resolution for a single pixel was measured to be 146 eV at 5.9 keV (obtained at -35 oC), and is approaching the project
energy resolution goal of 140 eV necessary to resolve low-energy fluorescent lines. However, there were pixels that
exhibited worse energy resolution, some at 170 eV at 5.9 keV, most likely due to the various wire bond lengths between
the ASIC and SDD pixel elements and to our cooling scheme. The operating power of the detector array with its custom
electronics was measured to be < 2 mW/channel, or about 10 mW/cm 2; an order of magnitude lower than typical CCDs.
These initial screening tests were followed by detailed beamline tests at the NSLS. Figure 5 shows a test silicon drift
detector (SDD) array mounted on a cold finger for insertion into the UV beamline U3C. The electronic readout PC board
is visible with the ASIC at its center. The SDD array is mounted directly underneath this and is not visible.
Beamline tests at the synchrotron enabled fine probing (25-micron-diameter beam) of the arrays at a range of precisely-
defined energies. Figure 6 shows the response measured at 900 eV (taken at -27 oC). The energy resolution was found to
be 139eV and 161eV for a single pixel on a BNL and KETEK detector, respectively. The difference in the response is
due to the fact that the detectors have slightly different electrode patterns and as such, they were biased using somewhat
different voltages. Also, the KETEK pixel under study had a longer wire bond length than that of the BNL pixel
element. Because the two detectors were fabricated at two different locations, the resistivity of the material is also
slightly different for the two detectors. The BNL detector array is n<111>, is 350µm thick and resistivity of >4k f1cm.
The KETEK is n<100>, and is 400 µm thick with resistivity of 7.5k f1cm.
X-ray 900 eV, -27C
Fig. 5. Image of the SDD-XRS installed in the UV
beamline U3C at the NSLS. The ASIC and PC board
interface are visible.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of 900eV X-Rays for single pixels
on a BNL and KETEK SDD array.
In addition, a two-stage X-Y actuator system was used to scan this 25 µm beam, with 600 µm steps in the X-direction
and 700 µm steps in the Y-direction, across the length of a pixel element on one of the KETEK detector arrays to
determine the uniformity of the response. Measurements were taken with beam energy of 900eV and at -27oC. Figure
7a shows a diagram of the single pixel scan path and Figure 7b shows the resulting response as a function of scan
position for two slightly different bias conditions. The measured response is fairly uniform across the pixel, however, it
is clear that the choice of bias impacts detector performance.
Fig. 7a. Image of the 14-pixel SDD-XRS (plus 2 test
pixels). The yellow line denotes the vertical scan
and the red line denotes the horizontal scan of the
25µm x-ray beam.
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Fig. 7b. Plot of the response across the pixel in the
vertical and horizontal directions for two different
bias conditions on the same detector.
The ability to measure carbon fluorescence at 0.28 keV is highly desirable as this maximize the potential applications for
this device. This goal necessitates not only slightly lower noise but also a very thin entrance window. Based on models
of the lunar surface visible brightness, we calculated that a 110 nm layer of aluminum is necessary on the entrance to the
SDDs to reduce leakage current from ambient light to below the quiescent value for the cooled detector. This aluminum
layer, plus an oxide layer on the silicon, constitutes a minimum amount of material on the input to the SDD and defines
the low-energy-photon cut-off energy. To assess this low-energy response, we measured the absolute efficiency of the
detectors, coated with the requisite 110 nm of aluminum, as a function of energy in the critical region below 1 keV.
These data are shown in Figure 8.
Two sets of data are presented in Figure 9, one set for a Brookhaven-fabricated device and one for a device from the
commercial vendor (KETEK). It can be seen that the KETEK device had higher throughput at lower energies and gave a
best fit oxide-layer thickness, significantly less than the BNL device. In other respects, such as uniformity and energy
resolution, the BNL and KETEK devices gave similar performance. The efficiencies were measured in two different
ways, a current mode and a counting mode, for each device. Both methods gave similar results.
Fig. 8. Absolute efficiency of two test detectors as a function of energy
These tests show that the detector + custom electronics are operating close to their performance goal, limited by some
additional noise in the readout electronics. This noise includes both ASIC-generated component and a capacitance
component that arises due to the pad layout on the detectors. As mentioned earlier, a new version of the ASIC has been
designed and fabricated. The new ASIC design addresses all relevant issues affecting the previous version, including
peak detector stability, limited dynamic range, and charge amplifier parasitics, and features lower power dissipation,
higher resolution, higher charge gain, on-board temperature sensors, and a fully differential analog and digital interface.
This new ASIC + detector combination should reduce the total noise component from its current 16 electrons RMS (170
eV FWHM at 5.9 keV) to just 11 electrons RMS. This in turn should bring the energy resolution down to our goal of 140
eV at 5.9 keV and just 90 eV at the carbon K line of 0.28 keV.
4.2 SDD-XRS prototype: 64 pixel array
The 64 pixel SDD-XRS has been benchtop tested at BNL under flood illumination with a 55Fe source. Figure 9 shows
the resulting spectrum in which several lines are easily distinguished. In addition to the silicon K a and KO escape peaks,
Mn, Ti, Ar, and Ca are also visible (generated via fluorescence of the surrounding structure induced by the 55Fe source).
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Fig. 9. Spectrum taken of a single pixel on the 64 element SDD array. The peak to valley ratio for the Mn Ka line is ~50004.
We hope to improve on this energy resolution by optimizing the bias conditions (i.e. using a slightly larger negative
voltage to the electrode surrounding the anode to further decrease the anode capacitance) 4. We also expect an improved
detector response once the new ASIC (read-out electronics) is employed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The primary goal of this effort is to develop a new type of x-ray detector to be used in Lunar remote sensing, that would
have excellent energy resolution and low-energy threshold (for observing the carbon Ka line), use substantially less
power than the CCDs, and that would have significant radiation hardness negating any concerns regarding possible
radiation damage. Results from our preliminary testing indicate that we are on track to realizing this ambition.
Short-term plans are to fully characterize the 64 pixel SDD-XRS array at the NSLS in the UV beamline U3C this Fall
(August 2009) and again when the new test-cycle starts later in the year. Final testing will be done using the SDD pixel
array described here, the redesigned ASIC and interface board. In parallel we plan on completing a preliminary thermal
study, to ensure that passive cooling alone will be adequate, and on completing a lunar radiation model for sensitivity
assessment.
Once we have achieved our goals for the lunar SDD-XRS, we plan on developing a Jupiter-Europa version of the SDD-
XRS which will involve the fabrication of thin n-type devices with increased doping levels. These will be tested, first at
BNL to assess their overall performance and then at the University of Indiana Cyclotron Facility to gauge their radiation
hardness. While performing radiation tests of the detectors, we shall also irradiate our existing Lunar ASICs to provide
useful data for the design of the high-speed, radiation-resistant versions. In parallel with this, we shall begin the design,
fabrication and testing of sub-circuits, primarily for high-speed operation of a new ASIC, necessary for SDD-XRS
operation in the Jovian environment. Fabrication and testing of these new detectors + high-speed ASIC will commence.
The complete detector assemblies will be characterized and will include measurements of quantum efficiency and
resolution, as a function of energy, and rate capability. During this period we will also subject several completed detector
+ ASIC units to various radiation doses to confirm their hardness.
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